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Network character and tightness
of the compact–open topology
Richard N. Ball, Anthony W. Hager
Abstract. For Tychonoff X and α an infinite cardinal, let αdef X := the minimum
number of α cozero-sets of the Čech-Stone compactification which intersect to X (gene-
ralizing R-defect), and let rtX := minαmax(α, α def X). Give C(X) the compact-open
topology. It is shown that τC(X) ≤ nχC(X) ≤ rtX = max(L(X), L(X) def X), where:
τ is tightness; nχ is the network character; L(X) is the Lindelöf number. For example,
it follows that, for X Čech-complete, τC(X) = L(X). The (apparently new) cardinal
functions nχC and rt are compared with several others.
Keywords: compact-open topology, network character, tightness, defect, Lindelöf num-
ber
Classification: 54C35, 46E10, 22A99, 54D20, 54H11
1. Introduction
Our notation and terminology, will usually follow [E] or [McN]. All topological
spaces will be Tychonoff. In the following, Y is a space and y ∈ Y .
The tightness at y of Y is
τ(y, Y ) := ω +min
{
m | y ∈ A ⇒ ∃A(y) ⊆ A, |A(y)| ≤ m, y ∈ A(y)
}
.
The tightness of Y is τY := ω + sup
{
τ(y, Y ) | y ∈ Y
}
.
A local network for y in Y is anN ⊆ P(Y ) (the power set) for which: whenever
U is a nbd (neighborhood) of y, there is N (U) ⊆ N with
⋃
N (U) ⊆ U and
⋃
N (U) is a nbd of y. The network character of y in Y is
nχ(y, Y ) := ω +min
{
|N | | N is a local network for y in Y
}
.
Then, nχY := sup
{
nχ(y, Y ) | y ∈ Y
}
. (These may be new definitions, albeit
somewhat obvious.)
Proposition 1.1. τ(y, Y ) ≤ nχ(y, Y ), and τY ≤ nχY .
Proof: Let N be a local network at y and let y ∈ A. For each N ∈ N for which
N ∩A 6= ∅, choose aN ∈ N ∩A and let A(y) =
{




y ∈ A(y): if U is a nbd of y, there is N (U) ⊆ N with
⋃
N (U) ⊆ U and
⋃
N (U)





∩ A 6= ∅, so N ∩ A 6= ∅ for some N ∈ N (U),
and thus aN ∈ N ∩ A(y) ⊆ U ∩ A(y).
The inequalities follow. 
Proposition 1.1 gives the first inequality in the abstract. Before discussing
the second inequality and the equality, we digress briefly with another simple
calculation.
We refer to [E] and [McN] for the standard definitions of character χ, network
and network weight nw, and weight w. Here and elsewhere, 2α for complicated α
is written exp(α).




, and nχY ≤ χY ≤
exp(nχY ). Likewise, nwY ≤ wY ≤ exp(nwY ).
Proof: To say that N is a local network at y is to say that
{
⋃
N ′ | N ′ ⊆ N
}
contains a local base at y, and likewise for network versus base. The inequalities
follow. 
If Y is homogeneous, then clearly for each y ∈ Y , τY = τ(y, Y ) and nχY =
nχ(y, Y ). So, if (G,+) is a topological group, then τG = τ(0, G) and nχG =
nχ(0, G). So, for C(X) with the compact-open topology, τC(X) = τ(0, C(X))
and nχC(X) = nχ(0, C(X)).
Let A be Tychonoff and f ∈ C(A). The cozero-set of f is coz f := {a ∈ A |
f(a) 6= 0}, and cozA = {coz f | f ∈ C(A)}.
α always denotes an infinite cardinal. If W ⊆ cozA and |W| ≤ α, then
⋃
W is
called an αcozero-set of A; and α cozA is the collection of all αcozero-sets of A.
(For α = ω, α cozA = cozA ([GJ]).)
We are interested in α cozβX , where βX is the Čech-Stone compactification
of Tychonoff X . Here are two seemingly new
Definitions 1.3. The α-defect of X in βX is
α defX := min
{





understanding α defX =∞ when no such U exists and construing∞ > γ for any
cardinal γ.
The cozero-nesting index of X in βX is
rtX := min{max(α, α defX) | α an infinite cardinal }.
The Lindelöf number of X is
L(X) := ω +min{γ | each open cover of X has a subcover of cardinal ≤ γ}.
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(i) γ ≤ δ ⇒ γ defX ≥ δ defX (since there are more δ cozero-sets).
(ii) Any open set in βX contains an L(X) cozero-set containing X (since in βX ,
the cozero-sets form a base).
(iii) α ≥ L(X)⇒ α defX = L(X) defX (by (i) and (ii)).
So, to prove Theorem 1.4, it is to show





This is harder. We note that a theorem of Henriksen, Isbell, and Johnson
has a proof expounded in 8.3, 9.7, 9.8 of [CN] which generalizes from ω to α,
as:





B belong to A. Note that for any C ⊆ P(Y ), there is the least α-ring
in P(Y ) containing C; call it αC. Then, the proofs from [CN] generalize to
show the following.
(v) Let Y be compact, and let K(Y ) denote the family of compact subsets of Y .
Then, X ∈ αK(Y )⇒ L(X) ≤ α.
(vi) α defX ≤ α ⇒ L(X) ≤ α (by(v)).
(Another proof of (vi) is available using the inequality nχC(X) ≤ rtX
(Theorem 1.5 below); see Corollary 3.5 below.)





. If α defX ≤ α, then (vi) gives L(X) ≤ α —
contradiction. If α ≤ α defX , then α defX < L(X) (since α defX ≥
L(X) defX by (i)). Let m = α defX . So m ≥ α, thus by (i) m defX ≤
α defX = m. By (vi) using m, L(X) ≤ m = α defX — contradiction. 
The following is the second inequality in the abstract, which is our main The-
orem.
Theorem 1.5. For any Tychonoff space X , nχC(X) ≤ rtX .
What is to be proved is that nχC(X) ≤ max(α, αdefX) ∀α, which we do in
the next section. Before that, some remarks to fix ideas:
Remarks 1.6.
(1) Evidently, α defX < ∞ iff ∀ p ∈ βX − X ∃Z with βX − Z ∈ α cozβX
and Z ∩ X = ∅. This condition is satisfied iff X is α+-compact in the sense
of Herrlich, by a theorem of Herrlich and Hong, cited as 2.1 of [CT]. These
spaces have been considered also by Arhangel’skii and Uspenski, as noted
in [McN, p. 72].
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(2) Consequently (or otherwise), X is realcompact iff ω defX < ∞ ([GJ]). When
X is realcompact, ω defX is Mrowka’s R-defect ([M2]), which motivated our
term α def. For realcompact X , the R-defect of X is the least m such that
X closed-embeds into RwX+m (wX the weight), which explains the term
“R-defect”. There is a similar justification for α defX : In [H], Hušek finds
a space P (α+) for which X is α+-compact iff X closed-embeds into some
power of P (α+). It is then not hard to show that, when X is α+-compact,
α defX is the least m such that X closed-embeds into P (α+)
wX+m
.
(3) Exactly what is a particular value α defX seems quite involved with Set
Theory (and beyond our intentions in the present paper). To illustrate for just
ω defD(m) (D(m) the discrete space of power m): (a) In [E, p. 135], we find
m = ω defD(m) if either m = c (Engelking, or Engelking-Mrowka), or m <
the first weakly inaccessible cardinal (Mycielski); (b) [M1] ω defD(m) ≤ 2m
iff m < the first Ulam measurable cardinal; (c) In [M1], the class M = {m |
ω defD(m) ≤ m} is defined, and the author says he does not know if every
Ulam non-measurable cardinal belongs to M .
(4) Suppose X ⊆ Y . The notions α def(X, Y ) and rt(X, Y ) are easily defined.
We note: (a) If Y is a compactification of X , then α defX ≤ α def(X, Y ).
(b) α def(X, Y ) < ∞ ∀Y ⊇ X iff LX ≤ α. (b) generalizes Mrowka’s
observation: X is Gδ-closed in every Y ⊇ X iff X is Lindelöf (see [E, p. 244]).
(5) Theorem 1.5 has evolved from 4.11 of [BH], which asserts countable tightness
for each of a class of topologies defined on certain 1-groups, for the purpose
of describing their epimorphisms.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.5
For any space Y , K(Y ) denotes the family of compact subsets of Y .
For K ∈ K(βX) (repeat: βX), and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), let
N(K, ǫ) ≡
{
f ∈ C(X) | |f | ≤ ǫ on K
}
.
Here, the meaning of “|f | ≤ ǫ on K” is “x ∈ K ⇒ |βf(x)| ≤ ǫ”, where
βf : βX → [−∞,+∞] is the Čech-Stone extension of f .
Recall that, for C(X) with the compact-open topology, for K ∈ K(X) (repeat:
X), N(K, ǫ) is a nbd of 0 (probably not open) and {N(K, ǫ) | K ∈ K(X), ǫ ∈
(0, 1)} is a local base at 0. But for K ∈ K(βX), N(K, ǫ) can easily fail to be a
nbd of 0 (but, we shall show, some of these constitute a local network).
For any set S,P(S) denotes the power set and Pfin(S) the collection of non-void
finite subsets of S.
Lemma 2.1. Let W ∈ α cozβX . Then, for an index set J of cardinal α, there is
{
Cj | j ∈ J
}
⊆ K(βX), which is closed under finite intersection and up-directed
by inclusion, with W =
⋃
J intCj .
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Proof: There is A of cardinal α with W =
⋃
A coz fa, for fa ∈ C(βX, [0, 1]),
and we can suppose
{
fa | a ∈ A
}
is closed under formation of finite suprema. Let
Y (a, n) = f−1a (
1
n , 1], so that coz fa =
⋃
N




Y (a, n). 
Notation 2.2. Suppose W =
{
Wi | i ∈ I
}
⊆ α cozβX , and for each i, Wi =
⋃
{
Cij | j ∈ J
}
(|J | = α) as in Lemma 2.1.
For F ∈ Pfin(I), J
F is the set of functions p : F → J .
For F ∈ Pfin(I), p ∈ J
F , and n ∈ N, we set Cp =
⋂





f ∈ C(X) | |f | ≤ 1n on Cp
}
.
For any P ⊆
⋃
{
JF | F ∈ Pfin(I)
}
, we set L(P ) =
⋂
{Cp | p ∈ P} ∈ K(βX).
In Proposition 2.3–2.5, W = {Wi | i ∈ I}, etc., are as in Notation 2.2. Corol-





























Cp | p ∈ P
}
is closed under finite inter-
section.
Proposition 2.4. Let K ∈ K(X), and set
PK =
{
p | p ∈
⋃
{
JF | F ∈ Pfin(I)
}




Cp | p ∈ PK
}
























Proposition 2.5. Suppose that
⋂
W = X .
(a) If
⋃





is a nbd of 0.
(b) For any K ∈ K(X), the PK in Proposition 2.4 has
⋃
{
dom p | p ∈ PK
}
= I.











JF | F ∈ Pfin(I)
}
, n ∈ N
}
is a local network
at 0.
Corollary 2.6. nχC(X) ≤ max(α, αdefX) for any α.
Proof of 2.6: When α defX =∞, this is true. Otherwise, there is W = {Wi}I
with
⋂
W = X and |I| = α defX , and the N (W) in Proposition 2.5(c) has
cardinal ≤ max(α, α defX). 
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Proof of Proposition 2.3:
(a) Cp ⊇ L(P ) ∀ p ∈ P .






∀ p ∈ P . Then,
E(p) ≡
{




∩ Cp 6= ∅ ∀ p ∈ P.
But
{
E(p) | p ∈ P
}
has the finite intersection property, since ∀ p, q ∈
P ∃ r ∈ P with E(p) ∩ E(q) = E(r) 6= ∅. Thus, by compactness, there
is x0 ∈
⋂
P E(p). So x0 ∈
⋂
P Cp ≡ L(P ), and by continuity, |f(x0)| ≥
3
4n .





Proof of Proposition 2.4: Let p, q ∈ PK , say p ∈ J
F and q ∈ JG. Let
H = F ∪ G, and define r ∈ JH as, r | F − G = p | F − G, r | G − F = q | G − F ,
and for i ∈ F ∩ G: Recall that Wi =
⋃
J Cij , with {Cij}J closed under finite
intersection (2.1). So choose r(i) ∈ J for which Ci p(i) ∩ Ci q(i) = Ci r(i). Now
r ∈ JH is defined, and one checks that Cp ∩ Cq = Cr.
We now have the first inclusion in Proposition 2.4 via Proposition 2.3(b). The
second inclusion follows from Proposition 2.3(a) and L(PK) ⊇ K (the latter being
obvious). 
Proof of Proposition 2.5:
(a) Since W = {Wi}I has
⋂
W = X ,
[




, so x /∈ Cij ∀ j. Choose p ∈ P ∩ J
F with i ∈ F . Then x /∈ Ci p(i),
so x /∈ Cp ⊇ L(P ). Thus, L(P ) ⊆ X .
(b) LetK ∈ K(X), and let i0 ∈ I. We haveK ⊆ X =
⋂
I Wi, so thatK ⊆ Wi0 =
⋃
J intCi0j (from Lemma 2.1). Since K is compact, there are j1, . . . , jb with
K ⊆
⋃b





is up-directed, there is j0 withK ⊆ Ci0j0 .











is a nbd of 0. Now the inclusion in Proposition 2.4 show that N (W) is a
local network at 0. 
The proof of Corollary 2.6 (Theorem 1.5) is concluded.
3. Comparison of cardinal functions
We have shown that τC(X) ≤ nχC(X) ≤ rt(X) for all X . This is a relation
among the cardinal functions τC, nχC, rt, of which the second and third seem
to be new. Now we discuss some relations among cardinal functions which im-
pinge on the above inequalities. The other cardinal functions which we consider
are: weight w; network weight nw; compact network weight knw; compact Lin-
delöf number kL; character χ; compact Arens number ka. We refer to [McN]
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for definitions of the preceding. Also: compact-covering number µ, from [CB]
(there denoted κ). For f any cardinal function (including constant functions α),




(numbers in the definition of rtX).
The following chart shows relations among cardinal functions, more-or-less in






















. Further, the arrows and =’s are labeled: The label [a · b · c] is a reference
to [McN]; (a · b) to the present paper. The arrow labeled Mc indicates that the


















































rt = mL (1.4)
(1.5)






















In the chart, the =’s are major theorems whose ultimate forms seem to have
been achieved in [McN], but which originated (as recounted in [McN]) from work
of Michael - [4.1.2]; Arens - [4.4.1]; McCoy, Arhangel’skii, Gerlits/Nagy - [4.7.1].
Regarding these theorems, two comments: (1) For example “τC(X) = kL(X)”
does not put to rest the question “What is τC(X)?”, because the value of kL(X)
is frequently not obvious. (2) The fact that these theorems (and similar theorems
in [McN]) exist raises the questions: What is f such that nχC(X) = f(X) ∀X?
What is g such that gC(X) = rt(X) ∀X? We have not addressed these.
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In attempting to be brief, we now shall only point out how certain hypotheses
on the spaces collapse parts of the chart (which yields some computations of rt(X)
in familiar terms), and exhibit certain not-so-obvious examples that certain arrows
are “proper” and certain cardinal functions are incomparable.
The proofs of the following are not difficult, and omitted.
Proposition 3.2. X is Čech-complete iff ∃α(α defX ≤ ω) iff L(X) defX ≤ ω;
that implies L(X) = rtX .
X is locally compact iff ∃α(α defX) = 1 iff L(X) defX = 1; that implies
L(X) = kaX = mµ(X).
If X is metrizable, then L(X) = wX .
Corollary 3.3. These are equivalent. (a) rtX = ω, (b) ω defX ≤ ω, (c) X is
Čech-complete and Lindelöf. Thus, for the rationals Q, ω < rtQ = ω defX ≤ 2ω.
Proof: (a) ⇒ (c). rtX = ω implies ω = rtX = max(ω, ω defX). So,
using Proposition 3.2, ω defX ≤ ω, thus X is Čech-complete, and therefore
ω = rtX = mL(X), so X is Lindelöf. (c) ⇒ (b) by Proposition 3.2 using
L(X) = ω. (b) ⇒ (a) since rtX ≤ max(ω, ω defX).





≤ 2ω (see Remarks 1.6(4)), and this implies
ω def Q ≤ 2ω. 
N.b. The value of ω def Q depends on the set theory, as explained by Hechler,
as recounted in [M2]. Further, see Examples 3.4(g) below.
Examples 3.4. We locate spaces X with the indicated properties. In all cases
except (g) the smaller number is ω.
(a) τC(X) < nχC(X). Take X = λD for |D| > 2ω, λD being discrete D with a
point adjoined whose nbds have countable complement. [Mc] shows τC(X) =





while χC(X) = kaX = |D|, since compact sets are finite in λD. Since
|D| > 2ω, it follows that nχC(X) > ω.
(b) nχC(X) < rtX . Take X = Q. So nχC(X) ≤ wX = ω (see the chart), and
ω < rtX by Corollary 3.3.
(c) nχC(X) = rtX < χC(X). Take X = the irrationals. So rtX = ω, by
Corollary 3.3, while ω < χC(X) since X is not hemicompact. (In the chart,
“χC(Y ) = kaC(Y ) = ω” means Y is hemicompact.)
(d) nχC(X) < nωC(X). [McN, 5.7.6] says that for X locally compact,
nwC(X) = ω iff X is Polish. So, using Proposition 3.2, take X locally
compact Lindelöf, not metrizable.
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(e) rt and ka are incomparable. (e1) rtX < kaX . See (c). (e2) rtX > kaX .
Let X be Arens’ space, [E, 1.6.20]. X is hemicompact, so kaX = ω, but
X is not a k-space ([E, p. 278]), so X is not Čech-complete ([E, p. 198]), so
rtX > ω (Corollary 3.3 above).
(f) rt is not comparable with knw, or w: (f1) knwX = wX < rtX for X = Q
(Corollary 3.3). (f2) rtX < knwX ≤ wX for any X which is locally compact
Lindelöf and not metrizable. See (d). Here rtX = ω by Proposition 3.2.
(g) One may ask about the status of the inequalities above when the lower num-
ber is demanded to be uncountable. The only thing we have to say regards (f):
Corollary 3.3 says ω = wX < rtX = ω defX ≤ 2ω for X = Q. [M2] shows
that
[
ZFC + (m = n+ = 2n < the first Ulam measurable cardinal)
]
⇒
∃X(m = wX < ω defX). For these X , we have not addressed the question
“What is rtX?”.
But, for any uncountable m, ∃X(ω ≤ rtX ≤ ω defX ≤ m < wX). Let Y
be realcompact with L(Y ) > m, so wY > m and ω def Y > m. (See the
chart.) Then there is a family
{
Cα | α < m
}
of cozero-sets of βY which
contain Y , with
[
α < β ⇒ Cα * Cβ
]
. For X =
⋂
α Cα, ω defX ≤ m by the
construction, ω ≤ rtX by Corollary 3.3 and m < wX since X ⊇ Y .
We conclude with another proof of the crucial item (vi) in the proof of The-
orem 1.4 — indeed, of a stronger statement.
Corollary 3.5. α defX ≤ α ⇒ kL(X) ≤ α.
Proof: α defX ≤ α means mαX = α, so by Chart 3.1, α = mαX ≥ rtX ≥
kL(X). (This uses Proposition 1.1, Theorem 1.5, and the items at the bottom of
the chart labeled [4.7.1] and Mc.) 
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